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QUESTI~N ONE (25 marks) 

(a) A power BJT used as a switch has the following parameters. You may assume usual 

notation. 

VCE(sat) = 1.5V tri = tfi =150ns t711 = tpp ;;; lOOns 

td(on) = td(off) = lOOns 

In this application, the collector voltage at the OFF state is 200V and the load current is 

50A. The duty cycle is 50% and the transistor is driven by a square wave signal of 

20kHz. 

(i) Draw the linearised voltage and current waveforms of the switch for one switching 

cycle marking the relevant parameters. 

(5 marks) 

(ii) Calculate the energy dissipated in the switch during ~ch of the transient and steady , 

state phases in one switching cycle. Hence determine the device power loss. 

(10 marks) 

(b) A converter uses a BIT as the switch. The BIT dissipates a50Wofpower and is mounted 

on a heat sink. You may assume the following data. 

_ 
(Jjc 

DC 
1 w 

(i) Find the optimum thermal specification of the heat sink required, if the thermal 

resistance ofthe mounting insulator is 0.3° ~ 

(6 marks) 

(ii) Calculate the temperature ofthe case and the heat sink under the steady state of 

operation. 

(4 marks) 
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OUESTION TWO (25 marks) 


A single phase fully controlled bridge rectifier is shown in Figure-Q2 and the data given 


below can be used. 


Vs = 230Vrms at 50Hz, R = 15.0., L = 150mH and the delay angle = a. 

S3 

R 

L 

S2 

Figure - Q2 

(a) 	 Derive an relationship between the delay angle a, w, L, and R to have the load current to 

be non zero. What is the limiting value of a in this case? (3 marks) 

(b) 	 Draw the following waveforms with reference to Vs, assuming that the a = 50°. 

(i) 	 Load current io . (ii) Load voltage vo. 

(iii) Currents in the thyristors. (iv) Source current is . 

(v) 	 Voltage VAKofthyristor 51' (6 marks) 

(c) 	 Show that the average value of the load voltage is given by Vo(av) = 0.9Vscosa . 

(5 marks) 

(d) 	 If a = 50°, calculate the average load voltage and the average load current. (2 marks) 

(e) 	 Calculate the power dissipation in the load and the power factor seen by the source when 

a = 50° . You may consider the effects up to 2nd harmonic. (9 marks) 

Note: 

vo(wt) = Vo +L~ Vncos(nwot +8n) ; 

a = 2Vm [COS(n+l)a _ COS(n-l)a] 

n 7r (n+l) (n-I) 


b = 2Vm [Sin(n+l)a _ Sin(n-I)a] n = 2,4,6, ...... 
n 7r (n+l) (n-I) 

(wt-a)] 
- i(wt) = K [sin(wt - 8) - sin(a - 8)e- ----w:r K =constant, 8 = tan-1 (~L), 

L 
and T = Ii' 
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OUESTION THREE (25 marks) 

A half wave three phase uncontrolled rectifier driving a L, R load is shown in Figure-Q3. The 

line to line voltage is 380Vrms at 50Hz. Assume that the phase sequence is a, h, c and R = 10.0. 

a D1 

380Vrms1 
D2 io 

ib f- 
V02 

R 

b L 
rvo 

c 

to 

Figure - 03 

(a) 	 Draw the following waveforms using the sheets provided at the end of the question paper. 

Drawings should cover more than one input period. 

(i) The output voltage Vo and the output current io• 	 (2 marks) 

(ii) The phase voltage and the phase current of phase I h'. (4 marks) 

(iii) The diode voltage VDZ' 	 (4 marks) 

(b) 	 Derive the following voltages and currents. 

(i) The average output voltage VDcand the average output current [DC' (3 marks) 

(ii) The average current in a diode. 	 (2 marks) 

(c) Find the value of L, which will limit the p-p ripple current at the output to be less than 3% 

of the [DC' State your assumptions. (10 marks) 

3 • 	 1£ ( 2 (nl£) )Vo =Vm-sm- 1- L~-2-COS - cos nwt 
1£ 3 n -1 3 

Wheren = 3,6,12, ..... 
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QUESTION FOUR (25 marks) 

A dc to dc boost converter circuit is shown in Figure-Q4. The switching frequency is Is and the 

duty ratio is D. 

51 

rYYY] iL 

L io 

DC 
--1 iVaVs 

Figure-Q4 

(a) (i) Draw the waveforms ofvL, iL, iD and ic to a common time scale assuming that the 

C is large. 

(4 marks) 

(ii) Show that the maximum inductor current is given by Vs [R(l ~D)2 + 2~fJ . 
(6 marks) 

(iii) Derive an expression for the amplitude of the ripple voltage at the output in terms of 

Vs,D,R,C and Is . 
(5 marks) 

(iv) It is required to design this circuit to operate under continuous inductor current for 

the following specifications. 

Vs= SV Vo = lSV R =20n Is = 40 kHz 

Output ripple amplitude ~ 1% ofVo 

Inductor peak current = 3.7SA 

Calculate the following design values. 

(i) Duty ratio. (2 marks) 

(ii) Minimum value of L and a justification ofcontinuous inductor current. 

(5 marks) 

(iii) Minimum value of C. (3 marks) 
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QUESTION FIVE (25 marks) 

An IGBT full bridge circuit is shown in Figure-Q5. The load consists with a R and a L in series. 

is 

J 01 L3 

DC 	 + 
Voc 

04 0204J L 
load 

Figure-Q5 

(a) 	 Assume that the output voltage ofthe bridge is a low frequency square wave. 
to 

Draw a complete output voltage cycle with the corresponding output current, marking the 

devices which are 'ON' in each sub-interval ofthe cycle. (5 marks) 

(b) 	 Define the terms 'amplitude modulation ratio' and the 'frequency modulation ratio' with 

respect to a bipolar PWM switching signal based on a sinusoidal reference. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 A bipolar PWM switching signal based on a sinusoidal reference is used to control the 

bridge circuit shown above. Assume that the amplitude modulation ratio = 0.7, frequency 

modulation ratio = 31, fundamental frequency of the output = 40Hz, VDC = 315V, 

R = lSn and L = 2SmH. 

(i) Find the rms value of the fundamental component in the output voltage. (2 marks) 

(ii) Find the amplitude of the fundamental component in the output current. (3 marks) 

(iii) Calculate the power absorbed by the load. (8 marks) 

(iv) Total harmonic distortion (THD) in the load current. (3 marks) 

Normalized Fourier coefficients Vn 
VDC 

for bipolar PWM: 

III.= I 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0_; 0.2 0.1 

Il=) LOO 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 
n=m, 0.60 0.11 0.82 0.92 1.01 1.08 1.15 1.20 1.24 1.27 
n=n!(:!::.2 0.32 0.27 0.22 0.17 0.13 0.09 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.00 
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